A future capability in dynamic mesoscale materials science is needed to study the limitations of materials under irreversible and extreme conditions, where these limitations are caused by nonuniformities and defects in the mesoscale. This capability gap could potentially be closed with an X-ray free-electron laser (XFEL), producing 5 × 10 10 photons with an energy of 42 keV, known as the Matter-Radiation Interactions in Extremes (MaRIE) XFEL. Over the last few years, researchers at the Los Alamos National Laboratory have developed a preconceptual design for a MaRIE-class XFEL based on existing high-brightness beam technologies, including superconducting L-band cryomodules. However, the performance of a MaRIE-class XFEL can be improved and the risk of its operation reduced by investing in emerging high-brightness beam technologies, such as the development of high-gradient normal conducting radio frequency (RF) structures. Additionally, an alternative XFEL architecture, which generates a series of high-current microbunches instead of a single bunch with uniformly high current along it, may suppress the most important emittance degradation effects in the accelerator and in the XFEL undulator. In this paper, we describe the needed dynamic mesoscale materials science capability, a MaRIE-class XFEL, and the proposed microbunched XFEL accelerator architecture in detail.
Introduction
An important emerging materials science frontier is in mesoscale science, and especially its time-dependence or dynamics. The mesoscale scale length (typically micrometers to millimeters) is where material nonuniformities and defects appear and where multiple length scales combine to create emergent phenomena. "Dynamic" refers to materials' performance under irreversible and extreme conditions. Mesoscale effects can dominate the determination of materials' properties, going from ideal atomic materials to bulk materials used in engineered devices, see Figure 1 . At this scale, the heterogeneous physics of dislocation or defect nucleation, growth, and coalescence takes place. As examples, local defects can be driven by spall damage, by the creation of void and gas bubbles due to fission or irradiation, or by shock-driven phase transformations, plasticity, and twinning. Understanding how these heterogeneities form, especially under extreme conditions of temperature, pressure, or radiation, will impact future science, societal, and security missions, ranging from ensuring that spacecraft taking data in the Jovian radiation belts survive [1] to learning how to build materials for future fusion reactors such as the International Thermonuclear Experimental Reactor (ITER) [2] . An XFEL with these parameters is positioned to fill a critical gap in materials testing, with a length scale between the macroscale of LANL's Dual-Axis Radiographic Hydro Test (DARHT) [4] and the atomic scale of the Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory's National Ignition Facility (NIF) [5] , see Figure 3 .
An XFEL such as MaRIE can be built with conventional accelerator technology [6] . However, we have recognized that emerging novel high-brightness electron beam technologies have the potential to both reduce the cost of a high-energy XFEL and reduce the risk of it not meeting its design goals. There are two specific emerging high-brightness beam technologies we have considered to improve the performance of MaRIE-class XFELs: (1) High-gradient cyrocooled normal conducting RF; and (2) an alternative accelerator architecture generating a microbunched beam instead of a single, highcurrent electron bunch. In this paper, we focus on the second of these technologies and show why this approach may significantly reduce the risk of a high-energy XFEL. The US Department of Energy has formally recognized a mission need and capability gap for a Dynamic Mesoscale Materials Science Capability (DMMSC). The Los Alamos National Laboratory (LANL) has led the effort to define and design a solution for this need. A DMMSC seeks to probe inside multigranular samples of condensed matter that can be effectively probed with subgranular resolution and represent bulk performance properties. With grain sizes of tens of microns, "multigranular" means ten or more grains, and hence, samples of a few hundred microns to a millimeter in thickness. Along with other potential tools, an X-ray free-electron laser (XFEL) can be valuable for DMMSC, providing the ability to image samples with coherent X-ray diffractive imaging [3] . Researchers at LANL have scoped out a potential XFEL for this mission, known as the Matter-Radiation Interactions in Extremes (MaRIE) XFEL. For medium-Z elements, such an XFEL would have to produce photon energy of 42 keV and above to penetrate samples of material up to a hundred microns (see Figure 2 ). Such a high photon energy also reduces the absorbed energy by an atom during its exposure to the X-rays and allows multiple measurements on the same sample before it blows apart, also shown in Figure 2 .
An XFEL with these parameters is positioned to fill a critical gap in materials testing, with a length scale between the macroscale of LANL's Dual-Axis Radiographic Hydro Test (DARHT) [4] and the atomic scale of the Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory's National Ignition Facility (NIF) [5] , see Figure 3 .
An XFEL such as MaRIE can be built with conventional accelerator technology [6] . However, we have recognized that emerging novel high-brightness electron beam technologies have the potential to both reduce the cost of a high-energy XFEL and reduce the risk of it not meeting its design goals. There are two specific emerging high-brightness beam technologies we have considered to improve the performance of MaRIE-class XFELs: (1) High-gradient cyrocooled normal conducting RF; and (2) an alternative accelerator architecture generating a microbunched beam instead of a single, high-current electron bunch. In this paper, we focus on the second of these technologies and show why this approach may significantly reduce the risk of a high-energy XFEL. The photon energy needs to be ~40 keV or higher to penetrate through mm-sized samples to study the properties of mesoscale materials. (b) Heating per atom for 10 11 photons in a sample 2-radiation lengths thick-importantly, the heating per atom in the sample drops with increasing energy. Photon energies of 40 keV and higher will ensure the sample is not blown apart when imaged, allowing for multiple views during dynamic events. , which is the ratio of image field-of-view (total thickness of sample) divided by the possible diagnostic spatial resolution, is the lines of constant upward slope. To get resolution in the mesoscale requires 0.1-tensof-micron resolutions. A 0.8 GeV proton radiography (pRad) facility currently exists at the Los Alamos Neutron Science Center (LANSCE) accelerator at LANL [7] . A 3 GeV pRad facility has been proposed, and a 12 GeV electron radiography (eRad) facility is envisioned to be part of the Matter-Radiation Interactions in Extremes (MaRIE) X-ray free-electron laser (XFEL) facility, which would nominally be driven by a 12 GeV electron beam.
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The structure of this paper is the following. In Section 2, we describe the parameters of the proposed MaRIE XFEL and the challenges in achieving these parameters. Section 3 provides a direct comparison between a conventional XFEL architecture and one based on generating a microbunched Areal density for radiography can be approximately converted to a length scale, assuming 10 g/cm 3 density of metal. The imaging figure-of-merit (iFOM), which is the ratio of image field-of-view (total thickness of sample) divided by the possible diagnostic spatial resolution, is the lines of constant upward slope. To get resolution in the mesoscale requires 0.1-tens-of-micron resolutions. A 0.8 GeV proton radiography (pRad) facility currently exists at the Los Alamos Neutron Science Center (LANSCE) accelerator at LANL [7] . A 3 GeV pRad facility has been proposed, and a 12 GeV electron radiography (eRad) facility is envisioned to be part of the Matter-Radiation Interactions in Extremes (MaRIE) X-ray free-electron laser (XFEL) facility, which would nominally be driven by a 12 GeV electron beam. The structure of this paper is the following. In Section 2, we describe the parameters of the proposed MaRIE XFEL and the challenges in achieving these parameters. Section 3 provides a direct comparison between a conventional XFEL architecture and one based on generating a microbunched beam. Significantly, preliminary studies indicate that a microbunched beam will provide essentially the same XFEL performance while suppressing the most important beam instabilities limiting XFEL performance. In Section 4 we provide the underlying theory for a microbunched beam and an application of the theory to a MaRIE-class XFEL.
The MaRIE XFEL Concept
Modeling the imaging of mesoscale phenomena with an XFEL has provided the following functional requirements for a MaRIE-class XFEL to address mesoscale materials science [8] :
• 42 keV X-ray energy; • 5 × 10 10 photons per X-ray pulse; • 0.02% spectral bandwidth of the X-rays.
In addition, to study certain dynamic effects, up to 100 X-ray pulses may be required, with up to 20 pulses within a single 100 nsec window.
The MaRIE XFEL concept is to use a 12 GeV, 100 pC electron bunch, compressed to a peak current of 3 kA to generate the 42 keV X-rays. A beam energy of 12 GeV has been chosen as it is resonant at that X-ray wavelength (λ X−ray = 0.3 Å) with about as short an undulator period as practical (λ und = 1.86 cm, similar to that used for the Linac Coherent Light Source (LCLS) XFEL [9] at the SLAC National Accelerator Laboratory). The normalized undulator parameter K is relatively low for a normal conducting hybrid undulator with this period, about 0.86 root mean square (rms).
In Figure 4 , we show results from a series of Ming Xie parameterizations [10] of XFEL performance, where predicted X-ray flux versus electron beam quality is shown for a continuous (i.e., time-independent) 3 kA, 12 GeV beam (time-dependent effects will tend to decrease the average power by about 10%-15%). To achieve a flux of 5 × 10 10 photons per X-ray pulse, an electron beam emittance of about 0.2 µm and an energy spread of about 0.015% would be needed, indicated by the blue star. While these numbers are reachable, they are beyond the current state-of-the-art of high-brightness electron beams. For calibration with X-ray power, 10 GW is equivalent to the requirement of 5 × 10 10 photons per X-ray pulse for a 100 pC bunch compressed to 3 kA.
A preconceptual MaRIE XFEL design has been developed to achieve these numbers. Note that the X-ray flux is somewhat more sensitive to emittance than energy spread near the MaRIE operating point (i.e., an increase of a factor of two in emittance more than halves the flux; while an increase of a factor of two in energy spread less than halves the flux) which has motivated a design that sacrifices energy spread at the expense of decreasing the emittance.
The preconceptual design starts with a highly optimized photoinjector [11] (based on the Photo-Injector Test facility at Zeuthen (PITZ) photoinjector design [12] generating a 100 pC electron bunch charge) but otherwise conventional accelerator technology [13] . Specifically, it assumes the use of superconducting Teraelectronvolt Energy Superconducting Linear Accelerator (TESLA)-style 1.3 GHz cyromodule accelerator structures operating at the International Linear Collider (ILC) design gradient of 31.5 MV/m. To achieve low transverse emittances, the cathode radius is very small, about 0.1 mm, leading to a thermal emittance of about 40 nm and a geometric emittance of about 60 nm, for a total emittance of about 75 nm. The resulting low bunch current (about 7 A, with a full-width half maximum (FWHM) bunch length of about 15 psec) requires a total bunch compression of about 450 to achieve a peak current in the undulator of 3 kA. While this preconceptual design is traceable to mature technologies, it still contains high risk. For example, this high compression ratio will likely drive the microbunching instability gain [14] to unacceptably high levels. Also, the large Q-factor of superconducting cyromodules (which could be as high as a few times 10 10 ) may not have enough damping to suppress the long-range wakefields for the required multipulse format [15] . Moreover, the Instruments 2019, 3, 52 5 of 19 operating point indicated by Figure 4 is in a location with high slope-any increase in either beam emittance or energy spread will significantly degrade the X-ray flux.
low for a normal conducting hybrid undulator with this period, about 0.86 root mean square (rms).
In Figure 4 , we show results from a series of Ming Xie parameterizations [10] of XFEL performance, where predicted X-ray flux versus electron beam quality is shown for a continuous (i.e., time-independent) 3 kA, 12 GeV beam (time-dependent effects will tend to decrease the average power by about 10%-15%). To achieve a flux of 5 × 10 10 photons per X-ray pulse, an electron beam emittance of about 0.2 m and an energy spread of about 0.015% would be needed, indicated by the blue star. While these numbers are reachable, they are beyond the current state-of-the-art of highbrightness electron beams. For calibration with X-ray power, 10 GW is equivalent to the requirement of 5 × 10 10 photons per X-ray pulse for a 100 pC bunch compressed to 3 kA. A preconceptual MaRIE XFEL design has been developed to achieve these numbers. Note that the X-ray flux is somewhat more sensitive to emittance than energy spread near the MaRIE operating point (i.e., an increase of a factor of two in emittance more than halves the flux; while an increase of We are confident that increasing the energy of the electron beam will always reduce risk, and that a MaRIE-class XFEL can be built and reliably operated at a sufficiently high energy. Since the normalized Pierce FEL gain [16] is given by
where γ is the relativistic mass factor of the beam after acceleration, σ is the rms transverse beam size, I is the bunch current, I A is about 17 kA, and JJ is a factor close to unity due to the figure of 8 motion of the electrons in their own frame of reference, the gain can always be increased enough by increasing the beam energy (i.e., γ) to overcome any energy spread and emittance limitations. Note that the gain is maximized at any energy with an undulator strength of K = 1.414, which is achievable at high energies as the undulator period becomes longer. It is worth noting that the energy diffusion from the quantum fluctuations of the incoherent synchrotron radiation (ISR) [17] decreases with increasing energy for a fixed X-ray wavelength and undulator parameter K and does not become problematic. The energy diffusion is given by
where B p is the peak magnetic field in the undulator and L und is the undulator length. Since the undulator magnetic field [16] is
the ISR-induced energy spread decreases inversely with increasing beam energy. Increasing the accelerator energy to ensure the XFEL design is robust can be an unnecessarily expensive solution. This issue, among others, has motivated the study of alternative MaRIE XFEL architectures and accelerator technologies. For example, it is possible that cyrocooled, but normal conducting, high-gradient standing-wave accelerator structures [18] will reduce the risk of emittance dilution due to their higher gradient, plus its highly damped wakefields may allow the multipulse X-ray format. Modeling has already suggested that a gun based on that technology could increase the bunch current in a photoinjector to 20 A while maintaining the same low emittance (<0.1 µm) [19] , thereby significantly reducing the required compression ratio to only 150:1.
In the numerical examples of Section 4, we will assume that such an advanced photoinjector can be operated and that the XFEL accelerator is based on C-band (about 6 GHz), high-gradient (about 120 MV/m accelerating gradient), normal-conducting RF structures.
Comparison of XFEL Accelerator Architectures

Conventional XFEL Architecture
A conventional XFEL accelerator design is shown in Figure 5 , with an electron gun, three accelerator (linac) sections (L1-L3), and two bunch compressors (BC1 and BC2) stationed between the linac sections. The bunch compressors are needed to increase the peak current from that generated at the electron gun to that needed in the undulator to produce the X-rays efficiently, which is about 3 kA. Nominal values for a 100 pC electron bunch would be, for example, an initial peak current of 20 A, a peak current of about 300 A after BC1 (i.e., a compression ratio of 15:1), and a peak current of about 3 kA after BC2 (i.e., a compression ratio of 10:1). Figure 6 shows how the BCs actually compress the bunch-the preceding linac section imposes an energy "chirp" along the bunch such that the electrons at the back of the bunch have higher energy than those at the front. The compressor magnets ensure that higher energy particles take a shorter path through the element and, as a result, the electrons at the tail of the bunch "catch-up" to those in the front, thus compressing the bunch length.
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A conventional XFEL accelerator design is shown in Figure 5 , with an electron gun, three accelerator (linac) sections (L1-L3), and two bunch compressors (BC1 and BC2) stationed between the linac sections. The bunch compressors are needed to increase the peak current from that generated at the electron gun to that needed in the undulator to produce the X-rays efficiently, which is about 3 kA. Nominal values for a 100 pC electron bunch would be, for example, an initial peak current of 20 A, a peak current of about 300 A after BC1 (i.e., a compression ratio of 15:1), and a peak current of about 3 kA after BC2 (i.e., a compression ratio of 10:1). Figure 6 shows how the BCs actually compress the bunch-the preceding linac section imposes an energy "chirp" along the bunch such that the electrons at the back of the bunch have higher energy than those at the front. The compressor magnets ensure that higher energy particles take a shorter path through the element and, as a result, the electrons at the tail of the bunch "catch-up" to those in the front, thus compressing the bunch length. The conventional XFEL architecture is plagued by three important beam degradation phenomena which limit its ultimate performance: coherent synchrotron radiation (CSR) [20, 21] , the undulator resistive wall wake (URWW) [22] , and the microbunching instability (MBI) [23, 24] . CSR degrades the beam's emittance in a bunch compressor from the large electric fields that arise from normal synchrotron radiation, with wavelengths comparable to (and longer than) the bunch length such that the radiation is coherent. The CSR effect scales as the bunch charge divided by the compressed bunch length to the 4/3 power and is a fundamental limitation of conventional XFEL designs. The URWW degrades the beam's energy spread in the undulator as different electrons lose The conventional XFEL architecture is plagued by three important beam degradation phenomena which limit its ultimate performance: coherent synchrotron radiation (CSR) [20, 21] , the undulator resistive wall wake (URWW) [22] , and the microbunching instability (MBI) [23, 24] . CSR degrades the beam's emittance in a bunch compressor from the large electric fields that arise from normal synchrotron radiation, with wavelengths comparable to (and longer than) the bunch length such that the radiation is coherent. The CSR effect scales as the bunch charge divided by the compressed bunch length to the 4/3 power and is a fundamental limitation of conventional XFEL designs. The URWW degrades the beam's energy spread in the undulator as different electrons lose different amounts of energy due to the wakefields of all the other electrons that come earlier in the bunch, due to the small radius of the beam pipe walls inside the undulator. While the electrons lose energy at a constant rate from the URWW within the undulator, tapering the undulator can only keep part of the electron bunch resonant, as the rate is a function of position within the bunch itself. The change in electron energy as a function of position s within the bunch at the end of the undulator due to the URWW for nominal MaRIE parameters is shown in Figure 7 along with a plot estimating the decrease in the amount of X-rays due to the increased energy spread of the bunch. The URWW can easily dominate the electrons' energy losses. For a 13.64 GeV, 250 pC, 3 kA electron bunch at LCLS, the average energy loss per electron from the URWW is about 40 MeV, larger than both the spontaneous radiation (16 MeV, and about the same for every electron) and lasing (about 10 MeV) [25] . to the URWW for nominal MaRIE parameters is shown in Figure 7 along with a plot estimating the decrease in the amount of X-rays due to the increased energy spread of the bunch. The URWW can easily dominate the electrons' energy losses. For a 13.64 GeV, 250 pC, 3 kA electron bunch at LCLS, the average energy loss per electron from the URWW is about 40 MeV, larger than both the spontaneous radiation (16 MeV, and about the same for every electron) and lasing (about 10 MeV) [25] . The decrease in X-ray power is more than a factor of 2 as a result of the URWW (for MaRIE parameters). Note that the spread of electron energies can reach 0.1% (compare with Figure 4 ).
The MBI is an energy spread growth mechanism that amplifies shot noise in the original beam distribution when two bunch compressors are used-the very small energy modulation induced from the beam's original tiny variations in density leads to larger density fluctuations after BC1 which, in turn, generates a much larger energy spread as the beam travels to BC2. BC2 transforms the increased energy spread into even larger density fluctuations that can generate very large energy spreads as the beam is accelerated further, degrading the lasing. To suppress MBI, conventional XFELs use a "laser heater" to impose a random energy spread on the beam [26] , which washes out the density fluctuations after the BC1, but at the cost of an increased beam energy spread. Figure 8 compares the final energy spread from MBI theory to that from detailed particle simulations with the numerical tool ELEctron Generation ANd Transport (ELEGANT) [27] for various amounts of laser heating, for a total compression ratio of about 150:1. For MaRIE-class parameters (from Figure 4 , a maximum energy spread of about 1.8 MeV is allowed at a beam energy of 12 GeV), the energy spread induced by the laser heater reduces the design headroom significantly. The green curve shows the energy spread from space-charge forces in L3; and the red from space-charge forces in both L2 and L3. Importantly, nearly all of the induced energy spread arises in L3 because of the increased beam current after BC2. Ideally, BC2 would be placed at the accelerator's final energy, however, in practice, that would lead to an excessively large compressor momentum compaction 56 , which would, in turn, drive excessive CSR effects. The decrease in X-ray power is more than a factor of 2 as a result of the URWW (for MaRIE parameters). Note that the spread of electron energies can reach 0.1% (compare with Figure 4 ).
The MBI is an energy spread growth mechanism that amplifies shot noise in the original beam distribution when two bunch compressors are used-the very small energy modulation induced from the beam's original tiny variations in density leads to larger density fluctuations after BC1 which, in turn, generates a much larger energy spread as the beam travels to BC2. BC2 transforms the increased energy spread into even larger density fluctuations that can generate very large energy spreads as the beam is accelerated further, degrading the lasing. To suppress MBI, conventional XFELs use a "laser heater" to impose a random energy spread on the beam [26] , which washes out the density fluctuations after the BC1, but at the cost of an increased beam energy spread. Figure 8 compares the final energy spread from MBI theory to that from detailed particle simulations with the numerical tool ELEctron Generation ANd Transport (ELEGANT) [27] for various amounts of laser heating, for a total compression ratio of about 150:1. For MaRIE-class parameters (from Figure 4 , a maximum energy spread of about 1.8 MeV is allowed at a beam energy of 12 GeV), the energy spread induced by the laser heater reduces the design headroom significantly. The green curve shows the energy spread from space-charge forces in L3; and the red from space-charge forces in both L2 and L3. Importantly, nearly all of the induced energy spread arises in L3 because of the increased beam current after BC2. Ideally, BC2 would be placed at the accelerator's final energy, however, in practice, that would lead to an excessively large compressor momentum compaction R 56 , which would, in turn, drive excessive CSR effects. Figure 8 . ELEctron Generation ANd Transport (ELEGANT) simulations agree well with optimal laser heater energy predicted by theory. Minimum energy spread is somewhat greater in ELEGANT simulations-this is likely due to extra physics effects (incoherent synchrotron radiation (ISR), coherent synchrotron radiation (CSR), changing transverse beam size) that cannot be easily separated from microbunching.
To illustrate the results of Figure 8 , the corresponding final beam longitudinal phase space (electron energy versus position within the bunch) is shown for a total compression ratio of 150:1 in Figure 9 for the cases of no laser heater (a), the optimum amount of laser heating (b), and too much laser heating (c), where the vertical axis is the particles' energy deviation in units of the mass (or ). 
Microbunched XFEL Architecture
We have investigated the architecture shown in Figure 10 as a possible alternative accelerator architecture for a MaRIE XFEL [29] , where a laser modulator and small compressor is used to generate a train of high current (i.e., 3 kA) bunches instead of a single, longer one. To illustrate the results of Figure 8 , the corresponding final beam longitudinal phase space (electron energy versus position within the bunch) is shown for a total compression ratio of 150:1 in Figure 9 for the cases of no laser heater (a), the optimum amount of laser heating (b), and too much laser heating (c), where the vertical axis is the particles' energy deviation in units of the mass (or ∆γ).
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We have investigated the architecture shown in Figure 10 as a possible alternative accelerator architecture for a MaRIE XFEL [29] , where a laser modulator and small compressor is used to generate a train of high current (i.e., 3 kA) bunches instead of a single, longer one. The laser-modulator/small-compressor architecture was originally proposed by Zholents [30] in the context of enhanced self-amplified spontaneous emission (eSASE), to increase the peak current of an electron bunch in a conventional XFEL architecture to overcome lasing limitations from having too large an emittance. Here, alternatively, we are using this architecture to generate a microbunched beam instead of increasing the peak current of a single bunch and this mechanism is more properly described as laser assisted bunch compression (LABC). In contrast to Figure 6 , the LABC microbunching mechanism is illustrated in Figure 11 . While the small compressor is shown at the same energy as the laser modulator in Figure 11 , in practice, it is likely to be placed at the electron beam's final energy, as shown in Figure 10 , to suppress space-charge-induced energy spread within each microbunch and to minimize any microbunch instability effects. It is important to point out that the LABC section can be placed at the final beam energy because the required momentum compaction of the small compressor (R 56 ) is small and there is no residual post-compression chirp to remove.
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An example of a microbunched beam is shown in Figure 12 for illustrative purposes. Here, the 150 fsec long bunch consists of 70, 3 kA bunches, each separated by 1 m. Keeping the rms bunch size large suppresses the CSR effect, due to the scaling of bunch charge divided by the bunch length to the 4/3 power, and also suppresses the URWW (Figure 13 ). Equally important, we expect that the MBI gain will be suppressed without a second bunch compressor at low energy. In addition, note that since the necessary energy-phase correlation for a second bunch compressor is not required, this architecture does not require accelerating the beam off-crest before compression (as L2 would need to be operated in Figure 5 ), leading to more efficient use of the RF with reduced capital and operating costs. Figure  6 ). Note that the final bunch shape has many small bunches (but with high peak current) over a much longer length than the compressed beam in Figure 6 . Figure 6 ). Note that the final bunch shape has many small bunches (but with high peak current) over a much longer length than the compressed beam in Figure 6 .
An example of a microbunched beam is shown in Figure 12 for illustrative purposes. Here, the 150 fsec long bunch consists of 70, 3 kA bunches, each separated by 1 µm. Keeping the rms bunch size large suppresses the CSR effect, due to the scaling of bunch charge divided by the bunch length to the 4/3 power, and also suppresses the URWW (Figure 13 ). Equally important, we expect that the MBI gain will be suppressed without a second bunch compressor at low energy. In addition, note that since the necessary energy-phase correlation for a second bunch compressor is not required, this architecture does not require accelerating the beam off-crest before compression (as L2 would need to be operated in Figure 5 ), leading to more efficient use of the RF with reduced capital and operating costs. 
Background Theory and Application
While the LABC architecture is inspired by the eSASE architecture, its goal is different. The eSASE architecture is focused on generating as high a current spike as possible to overcome emittance limitations for SASE. LABC, instead, aims to generate a train of electron bunches with peak currents the same as used typically for SASE, but with a low average current such that long range CSR and URW wakes and the microbunching instability are efficiently suppressed. Also, it provides an opportunity for more efficient on-crest acceleration.
Idealized Background Theory for a Single Modulation Wavelength
The LABC formation of microbunches is a two-step process that may have acceleration between the steps. During the first step, electrons enter one or more modulation undulators, each with a period and undulator parameter = /(2 0 ) driven by an external laser, where is the peak magnetic field. For synchronous modulation, the energy of the beam is matched to the undulator period and strength and the wavelength of the laser such that
where we allow the electron beam to propagate with an angle  relative to the laser, which can be used to reduce the modulator period if the modulation is done at high energy. The interaction of 
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Idealized Background Theory for a Single Modulation Wavelength
The LABC formation of microbunches is a two-step process that may have acceleration between the steps. During the first step, electrons enter one or more modulation undulators, each with a period λ m and undulator parameter K m = eB m λ m /(2πm 0 c) driven by an external laser, where B m is the peak magnetic field. For synchronous modulation, the energy of the beam is matched to the undulator period and strength and the wavelength of the laser such that
where we allow the electron beam to propagate with an angle θ relative to the laser, which can be used to reduce the modulator period if the modulation is done at high energy. The interaction of electrons with a resonant laser field results in the electron energy modulation γ m = γ − ∆γ sin(k L s), with an amplitude of
where P L is the peak laser power, P 0 = I A mc 2 /e ≈ 8.7GW, N m ≤ 0.05γ/∆γ m is the number of undulator periods of the modulator, and ξ = K 2 m / 2 + K 2 m [30] . In the second step, electrons enter a magnetic chicane with momentum compaction factor R 56 that converts energy modulation into a current modulation.
First, consider the use of a single modulation undulator. The longitudinal distribution function of an initially uniform electron beam with an initial Gaussian beam energy distribution before energy modulation before the laser becomes
in this two-step process, where θ = k L s (k L = 2π/λ L is the laser wavenumber) and p = (γ − γ 0 )/σ γ are scaled coordinates of the electrons, A = ∆γ/σ γ and B = R 56 k L σ γ /γ 0 are the scaled parameters of the modulation and compression steps, γ 0 is an average energy, and σ γ is the rms energy spread. We can describe the compression of the beam as [31]
where C(s) is the local compression at a longitudinal coordinate inside the beam, n is the harmonic number, and b n = e − B 2 n 2 2 J n (−ABn) is the bunching factor of the n-th harmonic. We can use the definitions of the normalized laser modulation A and normalized momentum compaction B to calculate the compression ratio, shown as a color in the heat plot in Figure 14a . The dashed black line corresponds to a compression ratio of 10, the dashed yellow line corresponds to the condition of peak current (i.e., AB = 1, which is the design point for eSASE), and the dashed green line corresponds to the LABC condition such that ∞ n=1 n 2 b n = 0, which gives a flat-top microbunch. Starting at the bottom left corner on the dashed black line, 10× compression is characterized by excessive modulation and weak compression until an up-right compression is achieved at the eSASE condition labeled by the left-most red cross. As one continues along the dashed black line, 10× compression is characterized by weak modulation that demands a large R 56 . The LABC parameters labeled by the right-most red cross correspond to the boundary between a single microbunch and a double microbunch current distribution. The difference in the compressed current profile between the nominal eSASE and LABC conditions is shown in Figure 14b ; and the compressed longitudinal phase spaces for the two conditions are shown in Figure 15 15a,b, illustrating the key difference between the eSASE and LABC conditions. For the eSASE condition (Figure 15a ), the microbunch current is maximized; while for the LABC condition, the bunch is actually overcompressed where higher-energy electrons have overtaken slower-energy electrons. It is worth noting that the peak currents from both conditions are the same (Figure 14b ) because both conditions correspond to a compression ratio of 10 (the dashed black line in Figure 14a) , with a significantly lower normalized laser modulation A for the eSASE condition. If the normalized laser modulation was the same (A = 21.8), a higher compression ratio would be achieved for the eSASE condition (as the dashed yellow line lies above the dashed black line in a region of higher compression in Figure 14a ). Thus, the key trade-off between the eSASE and LABC conditions is that a flatter bunch with more total trapped charge for the same compression ratio can be achieved with the LABC condition, but at the cost of a higher required laser modulation which will lead to a higher final beam energy spread. the undulator Δ ≤ − to avoid XFEL performance degradation, the narrower width of the eSASE microbunch would require a longer laser wavelength for the energy modulation. Also note that the LABC condition is a trade-off between microbunch length and fractional captured chargemovement along the 10× compression contour in either direction either reduces one or the other. A sinusoidal energy modulation of the form = − Δ sin ( ) imposed on a temporally uniform distribution of electrons will lead to an rms energy spread of Δ /√2 added in quadrature to the initial rms energy spread of the electrons (which can be ignored for large A). Figure 17 shows that the rms energy spread at the center of the microbunch for the case = 21.8 is a bit smaller, roughly 0.64Δ . Some care should be used when considering the scaling curves in Figure 4 as their underlying simulations assumed a Gaussian energy distribution-while the energy distribution for the undulator Δ ≤ − to avoid XFEL performance degradation, the narrower width of the eSASE microbunch would require a longer laser wavelength for the energy modulation. Also note that the LABC condition is a trade-off between microbunch length and fractional captured chargemovement along the 10× compression contour in either direction either reduces one or the other. A sinusoidal energy modulation of the form = − Δ sin ( ) imposed on a temporally uniform distribution of electrons will lead to an rms energy spread of Δ /√2 added in quadrature to the initial rms energy spread of the electrons (which can be ignored for large A). Figure 17 shows that the rms energy spread at the center of the microbunch for the case = 21.8 is a bit smaller, roughly 0.64Δ . Some care should be used when considering the scaling curves in Figure 4 as their underlying simulations assumed a Gaussian energy distribution-while the energy distribution for The LABC optimization can be further illustrated in Figure 16a ,b, where the distribution FWHM (relative to the compression at the center of the bunch C(s = 0)) and the fraction of charge within that FWHM are plotted along the 10× compression contour. In both plots, the left-most blue circle indicates the eSASE condition and the right-most blue circle indicates the LABC condition. Note that the microbunch is wider with a higher fraction of captured charge for the LABC condition relative to the eSASE condition. As the microbunch length has to be as long as the slippage through the undulator ∆s ≤ N und λ x−ray to avoid XFEL performance degradation, the narrower width of the eSASE microbunch would require a longer laser wavelength for the energy modulation. Also note that the LABC condition is a trade-off between microbunch length and fractional captured charge-movement along the 10× compression contour in either direction either reduces one or the other. 
Other LABC Considerations
Hemsing [31] has approximate expressions that can be used to describe the maximum compression ratio ≡ ( = 0) ≈ 1.5 2/3 and the FWHM length Δ ≈ 0.5 [31] , which we can use for estimating the final energy spread. (These estimates are pretty good, for example, = 21.8 would imply a compression ratio of 11.7:1, within 20% of the actual amount from A sinusoidal energy modulation of the form γ m = γ − ∆γ sin(k L s) imposed on a temporally uniform distribution of electrons will lead to an rms energy spread of ∆γ/ √ 2 added in quadrature to the initial rms energy spread of the electrons (which can be ignored for large A). Figure 17 shows that the rms energy spread at the center of the microbunch for the case A = 21.8 is a bit smaller, roughly 0.64∆γ. Some care should be used when considering the scaling curves in Figure 4 as their underlying simulations assumed a Gaussian energy distribution-while the energy distribution for the LABC microbunch is flatter as a function of energy, the rms energy spread is still the best figure of merit. 
Hemsing [31] has approximate expressions that can be used to describe the maximum compression ratio ≡ ( = 0) ≈ 1.5 2/3 and the FWHM length Δ ≈ 0.5 [31] , which we can use for estimating the final energy spread. (These estimates are pretty good, for example, = 
Hemsing [31] has approximate expressions that can be used to describe the maximum compression ratio C LABC ≡ C(s = 0) ≈ 1.5 A 2/3 and the FWHM length ∆s ≈ 0.5 λ L A [31] , which we can use for estimating the final energy spread. (These estimates are pretty good, for example, A = 21.8 would imply a compression ratio of 11.7:1, within 20% of the actual amount from Figure 8 .) These approximate expressions lead to a final compressed energy spread of about
In comparison, the final energy spread for a conventional XFEL architecture is σ E, f inal = σ E.L C BC1 C BC2 , where σ E.L is the energy spread induced by the laser heater. As a relatively larger thermal energy spread is needed to suppress the microbunch instability in a conventional XFEL architecture, the LABC architecture has the potential to lead to a significantly lower final energy spread. Figure 18 shows a typical generation of X-ray flux from a series of microbunches, using GENESIS [32] , where the smooth Gaussian curves correspond to the current injected into the GENESIS simulation with the instantaneous beam current noted by the right vertical axis. In addition, the spiky curves that are filled-in correspond to the instantaneous X-ray power estimated by GENESIS with the level of the power noted by the left vertical axis. Each separate microbunch and associated X-ray generation is distinguished by a unique color. Here, the laser wavelength is λ L = 1 µm and the current spikes are about 3.5 kA, with about a factor of 6 compression. We see that the coherence length
L sat is less than the microbunch length ∆s, where L sat is the XFEL saturation length and λ und is the undulator wavelength. thermal energy spread is needed to suppress the microbunch instability in a conventional XFEL architecture, the LABC architecture has the potential to lead to a significantly lower final energy spread. Figure 18 shows a typical generation of X-ray flux from a series of microbunches, using GENESIS [32] , where the smooth Gaussian curves correspond to the current injected into the GENESIS simulation with the instantaneous beam current noted by the right vertical axis. In addition, the spiky curves that are filled-in correspond to the instantaneous X-ray power estimated by GENESIS with the level of the power noted by the left vertical axis. Each separate microbunch and associated X-ray generation is distinguished by a unique color. Here, the laser wavelength is = 1 μm and the current spikes are about 3.5 kA, with about a factor of 6 compression. We see that the coherence
− is less than the microbunch length Δ , where is the XFEL saturation length and is the undulator wavelength. Two important limitations of the LABC approach that can degrade the X-ray flux are: (1) A relatively small fraction of the total bunch charge (about 1/ 1/2 ) is contained within the microbunches for large microbunching compression factors ≫ 1;
(2) the instantaneous current drops off quickly and is only half the peak for the microbunch edges at the full Δ bunch width. The first limitation can be addressed by using cascaded harmonic compression (adding beam energy modulation also at the second harmonic, shown in Figure 19 ). It is important to differentiate this form of cascaded compression (multiple laser modulation wavelengths and a single compressor) with that in [33] (single laser modulation wavelength but multiple compressors). Cascaded harmonic compression can increase the total charge contained in the microbunches to over 70% of the total bunch charge. The second limitation will impact the extracted power through reducing the Pierce gain parameter, Equation (1) . Some recovery of the Pierce parameter can be made through increasing the microbunching compression ratio, but at the expense of decreased total charge within the microbunches. Figure 18 . For this case, using a 1 µ m laser, the 0.3 A X-rays slip ahead of the electrons by 90 nm over 3000 undulator periods. A compression ratio of only 6 was used for this figure (compression from 600 A to 3.6 kA), which generated relatively wider microbunches than a compression ratio of 10 would, allowing, in turn, shorter laser wavelengths without violating the slippage constraint.
Finally, we present an argument that the induced energy spread from CSR in a chicane compressor for creating a microbunched beam should be somewhat smaller than for a fully bunched beam. Ignoring coherent CSR effects between separate microbunches, we can estimate the induced energy spread from CSR in a compressor using [34] Δ ≈ 0.22 Two important limitations of the LABC approach that can degrade the X-ray flux are: (1) A relatively small fraction of the total bunch charge (about 1/C 1/2 LABC ) is contained within the microbunches for large microbunching compression factors C LABC 1;
(2) the instantaneous current drops off quickly and is only half the peak for the microbunch edges at the full ∆s bunch width. The first limitation can be addressed by using cascaded harmonic compression (adding beam energy modulation also at the second harmonic, shown in Figure 19 ). It is important to differentiate this form of cascaded compression (multiple laser modulation wavelengths and a single compressor) with that in [33] (single laser modulation wavelength but multiple compressors). Cascaded harmonic compression can increase the total charge contained in the microbunches to over 70% of the total bunch charge. The second limitation will impact the extracted power through reducing the Pierce gain parameter, Equation (1) . Some recovery of the Pierce parameter can be made through increasing the microbunching compression ratio, but at the expense of decreased total charge within the microbunches. where is the number of electron being compressed; and are the angle and the bending radius of the final dipole in the compressor, respectively; is the compressed axial length of the electrons; and 0 = 1 4 0 2 2 is the classical radius of the electron, about 2.8 × 10 −15 m. This is a reasonable approximation as the CSR fields are linear superpositions of the fields from each individual microbunch (as is the power radiated) and any coherent effects would be at wavelengths long compared to the microbunches and thus relatively small. Additionally, ELEGANT simulations of CSR from a collection of microbunches do not show coherent effects [35] . For comparing the induced energy spread from a single compressed bunch with that from a longer bunch with M microbunches, we assume the number of electrons and the compressed length in a microbunch are both 1/M that of the full compressed bunch. Importantly, the 56 = (2 + 4 /3) 2 needed for a microbunched beam is also about 1/M of that needed for compressing the full bunch, where D is the width of the dipoles in the compressor and S is the separation between the first, second, third, and fourth, and we are assuming the compressor angle is small. Combining these factors, we see that the induced energy spread scales as 1/M 1/6 and, thus, the induced energy spread from CSR should be a bit smaller than if the entire bunch was compressed (e.g., by a factor of 2 for the example shown in Figure 12 ).
Application of Theory to a Point Design
Here, we provide specific design parameters for a MaRIE-class XFEL using LABC for the final compression stage. We know the required energy modulation amplitude from the plot shown in Figure 14a once we know the precompression energy spread. For that, we start with a distribution from a highly optimized C-band photoinjector based on the TOPGUN [19] geometry, shown in Figure  20 . Finally, we present an argument that the induced energy spread from CSR in a chicane compressor for creating a microbunched beam should be somewhat smaller than for a fully bunched beam. Ignoring coherent CSR effects between separate microbunches, we can estimate the induced energy spread from CSR in a compressor using [34] ∆γ CSR ≈ 0.22
where N electrons is the number of electron being compressed; θ comp and R dipole are the angle and the bending radius of the final dipole in the compressor, respectively; σ electons is the compressed axial length of the electrons; and r 0 = 1 4πε 0 e 2 mc 2 is the classical radius of the electron, about 2.8 × 10 −15 m. This is a reasonable approximation as the CSR fields are linear superpositions of the fields from each individual microbunch (as is the power radiated) and any coherent effects would be at wavelengths long compared to the microbunches and thus relatively small. Additionally, ELEGANT simulations of CSR from a collection of microbunches do not show coherent effects [35] . For comparing the induced energy spread from a single compressed bunch with that from a longer bunch with M microbunches, we assume the number of electrons and the compressed length in a microbunch are both 1/M that of the full compressed bunch. Importantly, the R 56 = (2S + 4D/3)θ 2 comp needed for a microbunched beam is also about 1/M of that needed for compressing the full bunch, where D is the width of the dipoles in the compressor and S is the separation between the first, second, third, and fourth, and we are assuming the compressor angle is small. Combining these factors, we see that the induced energy spread scales as 1/M 1/6 and, thus, the induced energy spread from CSR should be a bit smaller than if the entire bunch was compressed (e.g., by a factor of 2 for the example shown in Figure 12 ).
Here, we provide specific design parameters for a MaRIE-class XFEL using LABC for the final compression stage. We know the required energy modulation amplitude from the plot shown in Figure 14a once we know the precompression energy spread. For that, we start with a distribution from a highly optimized C-band photoinjector based on the TOPGUN [19] geometry, shown in Figure 20 . Note the extremely low transverse emittance of this design. While this partially came at the sacrifice of peak current, the high TOPGUN gradient still was able to produce an initial peak current of about 20 A. This design needs a total compression of 150, which we achieve with a BC1 compression ratio of 15 and a LABC compression ratio of 10. In general, the extra energy modulation cost of the LABC compression leads to minimizing the compression in that section of the accelerator, relative to that in BC1. From Figure 14a, = 21.8 and = 0.0567, with 38.5% of the bunch charge captured within the microbunch FWHMs from Figure 16b . A series of GENESIS simulations indicate that a FWHM of at least 157 nm is needed to minimize slippage effects, which, in turn, requires a laser wavelength of at least 3.5 m from Figure 16a . Figure 20a indicates that the initial bunch slice energy spread is about 0.5 keV. MBI calculations through BC1 and up to the beam's final energy, 12 GeV, before the LABC stage indicate that this intrinsic energy spread is too low and that a laser heater would still be required, see Figure 21 . However, now the final energy spread is significantly smaller than from a conventional XFEL architecture, see Figure 8 for comparison. (There are two differences that lead to the smaller final energy spread between Figures 8 and 21 : First, for LABC, the final compression stage is at the full beam energy so there is no contribution from an L3 linac, which provided the largest contribution in Figure 8 ; and, second, the accelerator gradient is higher for this optimized solution than was used in the simulations leading to Figure 8 ). With a before-LABC rms energy spread of 32 keV and = 21.8, the final, compressed energy spread is about 450 keV (about 0.004%), half of that shown in Figure 8 , and now provides significantly more design headroom from Figure 4 (about a factor of 4). From = 0.0567, compressing the beam to generate the microbunches will require 56 = 1.2 cm. Note that this 56 is very small compared to the 56 that would be needed to compress the full bunch at 12 GeV and that no dechirping is needed. Figure 20 . (a) Current profile (red) and slice energy spread (blue) along a 100 pC bunch generated in a C-band TOPGUN photoinjector design [19, 36] . (b) Slice emittance along the bunch. Note the extremely low transverse emittance of this design. While this partially came at the sacrifice of peak current, the high TOPGUN gradient still was able to produce an initial peak current of about 20 A. This design needs a total compression of 150, which we achieve with a BC1 compression ratio of 15 and a LABC compression ratio of 10. In general, the extra energy modulation cost of the LABC compression leads to minimizing the compression in that section of the accelerator, relative to that in BC1. From Figure 14a , A = 21.8 and B = 0.0567, with 38.5% of the bunch charge captured within the microbunch FWHMs from Figure 16b . A series of GENESIS simulations indicate that a FWHM of at least 157 nm is needed to minimize slippage effects, which, in turn, requires a laser wavelength of at least 3.5 µm from Figure 16a . Figure 20a indicates that the initial bunch slice energy spread is about 0.5 keV. MBI calculations through BC1 and up to the beam's final energy, 12 GeV, before the LABC stage indicate that this intrinsic energy spread is too low and that a laser heater would still be required, see Figure 21 . However, now the final energy spread is significantly smaller than from a conventional XFEL architecture, see Figure 8 for comparison. (There are two differences that lead to the smaller final energy spread between Figures 8 and 21 : First, for LABC, the final compression stage is at the full beam energy so there is no contribution from an L3 linac, which provided the largest contribution in Figure 8 ; and, second, the accelerator gradient is higher for this optimized solution than was used in the simulations leading to Figure 8 ). With a before-LABC rms energy spread of 32 keV and A = 21.8, the final, compressed energy spread is about 450 keV (about 0.004%), half of that shown in Figure 8 , and now provides significantly more design headroom from Figure 4 (about a factor of 4). From B = 0.0567, compressing the beam to generate the microbunches will require R 56 = 1.2 cm. Note that this R 56 is very small compared to the R 56 that would be needed to compress the full bunch at 12 GeV and that no dechirping is needed.
the simulations leading to Figure 8 ). With a before-LABC rms energy spread of 32 keV and = 21.8, the final, compressed energy spread is about 450 keV (about 0.004%), half of that shown in Figure 8 , and now provides significantly more design headroom from Figure 4 (about a factor of 4). From = 0.0567, compressing the beam to generate the microbunches will require 56 = 1.2 cm. Note that this 56 is very small compared to the 56 that would be needed to compress the full bunch at 12 GeV and that no dechirping is needed. The combination of this low emittance and energy spread would more than double the X-ray fluence per bunch according to the curves in Figure 4 . While we expect that the loss of electrons captured within the microbunches in a LABC architecture is roughly compensated by the gain of not losing electrons lasing due to the URWW in a conventional XFEL architecture, detailed GENESIS simulations including the non-Gaussian microbunch distributions are needed to determine the actual X-ray fluence.
Discussion
In this paper we have described a novel accelerator architecture which may lead to a significantly higher brightness electron beam for driving an XFEL. Specifically, this architecture, laser assisted bunch compression (LABC), may suppress beam degradation from the CSR, MBI, and URWW effects due to the lower average electron bunch current. We provided some background theory underlying LABC and analyzed the 10:1 compression contour in Figure 14 as a function of the normalized modulation amplitude A and normalized momentum compaction B. Importantly, LABC operates at a different position of A and B than eSASE, as the goal for LABC is to generate as flat a compressed current profile as possible. We compared these exact conditions for A and B to approximate values which can be used for performance estimates. We also considered more complex implementations, such as using cascaded compression including higher harmonic modulation. We evaluated LABC for a nominal MaRIE-class XFEL and showed the expected energy spread is reduced by about a factor of two, leading to significantly more design headroom and reduced operation risk. Detailed particle simulations now need to be optimized to verify these predicted improvements and to quantify how much improvement is possible. If these are promising, proof-of-principle demonstrations could be performed on existing XFELs.
